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ABSTRACT The HIV structural database
(HIVSDB) is a comprehensive collection of the struc-
tures of HIV protease, both of unliganded enzyme
and of its inhibitor complexes. It contains abstracts
and crystallographic data such as inhibitor and
protein coordinates for 248 data sets, of which only
141 are from the Protein Data Bank (PDB). Efficient
annotation, indexing, and querying of the inhibitor
data is crucial for their effective use for technologi-
cal and industrial applications. The application of
IUPAC International Chemical Identifier (InChI) to
index, curate, and query inhibitor structures
HIVSDB is described. Proteins 2005;60:1–4.
Published 2005 Wiley-Liss, Inc.*

INTRODUCTION

The cure for AIDS is still far from a reality, since
almost all current methods of treatment fall into the
category of either containment or prevention. Advancing
our knowledge of the human immunodeficiency virus
(HIV) is a necessary step in the development of effective
treatments of this disease. Currently, much of the
research on the treatment of AIDS is directed either
toward vaccine development or toward drug develop-
ment. Although several promising leads on vaccine have
been reported,1,2 no effective vaccine has been developed
so far. Another approach for AIDS treatment is by the
use of drugs that selectively inhibit virally encoded
enzymes, such as reverse transcriptase or HIV protease,
the latter a member of the aspartic protease family.3 In
fact, such drugs, together with fusion inhibitors, provide
the only clinically proven method for the treatment of
AIDS. Drugs specifically designed to inhibit HIV pro-
tease, an enzyme that carries out the necessary post-
translational processing of the viral gag-pol polypetide
into functional viral components, have been very success-
ful. The processing of the gag-pol translational product
by HIV protease releases the viral replication enzymes
(protease, reverse transcriptase/ribonuclease H, and
integrase).4 This activity is essential for the viral life
cycle, and therefore disrupting the proteolytic activity
through the application of inhibitors results in noninfec-
tious virions.5 For this reason, a concentrated effort of

many laboratories has gone into the elucidation of
enzyme/inhibitor interactions of this enzyme (as well as
of the other HIV enzymes), and extensive efforts have
focused on developing strategies for disrupting critical
macromolecular interactions required for the viral life
cycle.6 Thus, a critical need for structural information
on these systems will exist as long as drug development
for the treatment of AIDS represents work in progress.
Informatics and infrastructure support for such activi-
ties are key to the success of this work. Several data-
bases dealing with AIDS-related issues have been estab-
lished. The National Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases (NIAID), a unit of the National Institutes of
Health, has created a searchable database of chemical
and biological anti-HIV compounds that is freely acces-
sible to all researchers (http://www.niaid.nih.gov/daids/
dtpdb/intro.htm). The Los Alamos National Laboratory
has developed a web resource of biological sequences,
drug resistance mutations and vaccine trials (http://
www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/index). The curated data re-
source (http://hivdb.stanford.edu/) focuses on HIV drug
resistance. While these efforts, as well as some others,
provide very valuable information, they do not concen-
trate on any particular class of drug design targets.

For this reason, we have developed HIVSDB, a struc-
tural resource that includes comprehensive data derived
from the structures of HIV protease and, particularly, of
the inhibitor complexes of this enzyme. The resource was
originally established at the National Cancer Institute
(NCI), Frederick, MD, using static HTML web pages.7 The
database contains extensive data on the enzyme and its
inhibitor complexes, much of it not available elsewhere,
and is thus a unique resource in the continuing efforts of
design and development of novel drugs that would be
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useful to control the AIDS epidemic. Extensive efforts to
develop novel chemical compounds have been going on
both in academia and in industry for close to 20 years and
they have resulted in a multitude of drug candidates (see
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/RefSeq/HIVInteractions/in-
dex.html). However, navigating through these lists of
compounds is difficult, since most of them have not been
labeled using uniform rules. Analysis of the database of
compounds and comparison of their activities against HIV
protease requires a versatile technique to index, compare
these inhibitors. This paper describes and illustrates a
novel technique that was developed for this purpose.

The emergence of web-based information-handling re-
sources has had an enormous impact on data exchange.
Although the ease with which inhibitor data could be
exchanged among researchers is phenomenal, the ability
to correlate data using names of inhibitors is still a
problem.8 The IUPAC International Chemical Identifier9

(InChI, http://www.iupac.org/projects/2000/2000-025-1-
800.html) promises a solution to this problem.

InChI is an automatically created unique index for a
chemical compound. This index is generated using chemi-
cal properties such as atom types, nature of bonds, chiral-
ity, and atomic charge of the molecule. This index is stored
using text strings that are organized in several “layers”
corresponding to different varieties of structural informa-
tion. This layered arrangement of InChI not only allows
the software to gradually build the chemical identifiers in
a series of well-defined steps, but also allows a user to
selectively utilize these layers for data annotation and
navigation purposes. For certain compounds, the available
data may not be accurate in all layers. For instance, bond
lengths derived from low-resolution X-ray data may not be

Fig. 1. An example of the steps used to assign InChI for an inhibitor
RO-31-8959 (PDBID 1HPX).

Fig. 2. A query for the structures corresponding to PDB accession code (PDBID) 1HXB. The web tool
shows the inhibitor molecule resulting from the query at the center of the page and lists all entry IDs (1HXB,
HIV23NCI, HIV82NCI) that contain an inhibitor identical to that of the query (1HXB). These identical inhibitors
are identified and indexed using InChI. Users may download data or view structures for these entries using the
hyperlinks.
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accurate enough to determine their bond types uniquely.
In such situations, one may compare InChI of other layers
among related compounds to detect and correct the errors
in bond types. When used in this way, InChI may also
provide a validating and annotating capability for inhibi-
tors and ligands found in macromolecular structures. In
other situations, uncertainty may exist in a stereochemical
center—such uncertainty can be expressed in a consistent,
robust manner. To test and to illustrate the use of InChI to
macromolecular structural data, we chose to apply it to the
inhibitors found in HIVSDB.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The application of InChI to the inhibitors of HIVSDB
was carried out as follows (Fig. 1). (1) The HIVSDB
database holds the atomic coordinates in the Protein Data
Bank (PDB) format.10 From this database extract the 3-D
coordinates and the atom names of all atoms of the
protease inhibitors. (2) Identify and remove the disordered
atoms from this list of coordinates and atom names. (3)
Examine all the atom names to ensure that they always
start with atomic symbols. This convention is not often
followed by the PDB. For instance, the PDB often wraps
around letters of atom names to accommodate names that
require additional characters to identify them uniquely
within a residue. (4) Sometimes, X-ray crystallographic
studies require the inclusion of two or more molecules of
the same inhibitor bound to two or more chemically
identical but structurally different protein molecules. How-
ever, the current InChI version does not distinguish
between 3-D structural features such as molecular confor-
mations. Therefore, identify and remove multiple occur-
rences of an inhibitor in a given entry. (5) In a convention
used sometimes (and inconsistently) by the PDB, inhibi-
tors are annotated11,12 into their fragments, and assigned
individual residue numbers for each of these fragments. In
order to work correctly, the software that generates InChI
requires that all fragments of a compound be collated to
form a single inhibitor molecule. Examine and collate all
fragments of each inhibitor molecule. If necessary, rename
the atoms of individual fragments to avoid duplicate atom
names within an inhibitor molecule. (6) Generate Molfile

(http://www.mdl.com/downloads/public/ctfile) for each in-
hibitor molecule using BABEL (http://openbabel.sourcefor-
ge.net/). (7) For each molfile assign an InChI. (8) The 3-D
coordinates result from refinement of crystallographic
data with programs such as X-PLOR13 that regularize
bonds using restraints on bond distances. Quite often,
primarily due to lack of high resolution data, such refine-
ments produce bond distances that are not sufficient for
BABEL to assign their bond types correctly. These irregu-
larities may result in errors (wrong assignment of single,
double, or partial bond attributes) in molfiles, and thus
errors in the assignment of InChI–identical inhibitors
with nonidentical InChI. Annotate such errors by first
comparing the InChI at “reduced resolution” using layers
such as those for just the chemical formula of the com-
pounds. Whenever an error in the assignment of InChI is
detected, edit the molfile using CHEMDRAW14 and assign
a new InChI (Table I).

InChI, together with other information such as the
abstract, unit-cell parameter, space group, IUPAC name of
an inhibitor and entry id (PDBID) were loaded into an
ORACLE table and a web interface was developed using
PERL and Structured Query Language (SQL). This web
interface provides several different applications of the
InChI to link up identical inhibitors from different entries
that result from a query (Fig. 2).

In this era of Internet and web-based technologies,
interoperability and federated approaches are necessary
evils. Exchange of data on chemical compounds is compli-
cated due to their nature and complexity. Attempts to
unify names of chemical compound using IUPAC rules
have met with only partial success.15 Recent progress and
release of InChI by IUPAC and NIST as an indexing
standard for chemical compounds based solely on chemical
structural data opened up a novel, unique opportunity for
enhancing interoperability of chemical data. Exchange
and comparison of data on ligands and inhibitors in
macromolecular structures has been impaired due to the
lack of such a reliable indexing procedure and here we
illustrate the application of the InChI for such purposes.
Such tools will be particularly useful to direct design and
synthesis of novel compounds with improved pharmacolog-

TABLE I. InChI and a Molecular Sketch of Saquinavir, the First Inhibitor of
HIV Protease to be Approved as an AIDS Drug†

PDBID InChI Molecule

1HXB C38H50N6O5,1H3-38(2H3,3H3)43H-31(48)35H-
21H2-32H-17H2-15H2-16H2-18H2-
33H(32)22H2-44(35)23H2-
37H(49H)36H(19H2-24-9H-5H-4H-6H-10H-
24)42H-30(47)34H(20H2-28(39H2)45)41H-
29(46)27-14H-13H-25-11H-7H-8H-12H-
26(25)40-27
32�,33�,34�,35�,36�,37�

†InChI is shown using XML.
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ical properties—needed due to the rapid development of
resistance against the current generation of AIDS drugs.
An example of detailed analysis that might be significantly
simplified and improved with the tools described here was
recently provided for HIV protease.16 Similar approaches
may also be used in the future for other drug targets if the
use InChI becomes more widespread.
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